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Abstract

This study demonstrates that rumination is reflected in two behavioural signals that both play an important role in face-to-face interactions and provides evidence for the negative impact of rumination on social cognition. Sixty-one students were randomly assigned either to a condition in which rumination was induced or to a control condition. Their task was to play a speech-based word association game with an Embodied Conversational Agent during which their word associations, pitch imitation and eye movements were measured. Two questionnaires assessed their ruminative tendencies and mind wandering thoughts, respectively. Rumination predicted differences in task-related mind wandering, polarity of lexical associations, pitch imitation, and blinks while mind wandering predicted differences in saccades. This outcome may show that rumination has a negative impact on certain aspects of social interactions.

Introduction

We all experience our thoughts drifting away while attempting to concentrate on a task, whether it be reading an article, listening to a lecture, writing a paper, or even having a conversation. Indeed, such mind wandering (MW) thoughts comprise up to half of our daily thoughts [1, 2]. MW has been defined as self-generated thought which is active and independent of perceptual input, often unrelated to the task at hand and directed to goals that extend beyond the here and now [3–6]. However, in some cases, MW may also be task-related (e.g., “I wonder how long it will take me to finish reading this article.”) [6, 7]. The past decade has seen a substantial increase in the understanding of how MW thoughts emerge and the reasons for their occurrence. Their costs include decreased text comprehension [8, 9], higher variability in reaction times [10], increased number of errors in both memory, working memory [11] and choice reaction time tasks [7, 12], as well as lower measures in general aptitude [11] and
increases in negative mood [2]. Indeed, MW can have negative consequences; however, it also provides freedom from immediacy and has been associated with creativity in unusual uses tasks [13] and future planning [6, 14, 15]. Given its pervasiveness in our lives, it may reflect an essential adaptation of the mind, serving to maintain a coherent sense of self by integrating the past and present self with future experiences [15–18]. MW has been studied in the laboratory during various interactive tasks as well as in daily-life; however, most of these studies have not focused on the social nature of our mind wandering thoughts and their role in our daily interactions [19]. The present study aims to fill this gap in research on MW by investigating social and cognitive cues to ruminative and MW episodes and exploring the implications for social interactions.

Personal goals, negative mood, and mind wandering

MW thoughts are often directed towards personal goals that are not directly related to the task at hand [14], but are associated with current life concerns [4], which suggests that the adaptive function of MW can facilitate problem-solving in daily life [5, 20]. Within the context of personal goals, a negative mood may indicate personal problems [21] that individuals may try to solve during MW. Both the induction of personal concerns [17, 22, 23], as well as induction of negative moods have been shown to increase MW [24].

When MW about problems and concerns leads to effective problem solving, this may have positive consequences on both cognition and affect. However, when ineffective, MW heightens the salience of the current problem or concern, which can in turn have negative affective and cognitive consequences [20]. Studies indicate that it is unclear whether negative mood precedes MW [6, 20, 24, 25], yet it has been proposed that negative mood influences the affective content of MW, making mood congruent thoughts more accessible [20, 26]. The type of MW hence depends on the format and content of MW thoughts, which dictates whether the thoughts will have (mal)adaptive outcomes.

Rumination and wandering

Rumination is characterised in terms of persistent and recurring self-reflective thoughts about a particular theme that deviate attention away from relevant themes and current tasks in the immediate external environment [27, 28]. Whenever MW becomes rigid and inflexible in the form of ruminative, perseverative cognition, it may become a risk factor [17, 29]. That is, when MW loses its expansive, adaptive form, it may under certain circumstances lock into a repetitive spiral of homogeneous negatively-valenced thoughts [30]. The first objective of the current study is to corroborate previous research [31, 32] by examining if rumination increases frequencies of MW. On the one hand, MW and rumination may be seen as antithetical concepts, where MW is seen as a form of free, unguided, internal thought, while rumination is thought that is fixed around a single theme [3, 33]. On the other hand, rumination may be seen as a style of thinking which may take hold of a wandering thought, lock it into a spiral of repetitive self reflection, and impede individuals from focusing on the task at hand [30, 34–37]. As MW and rumination are inevitably linked [17], this study aims to integrate these concepts, motivated by the fact that one cannot discuss rumination without taking into consideration that it is a style of MW. Nor can one discuss MW without taking into account the possibility that a particular portion of these self-generated thoughts may fall captive to a ruminative style of thinking. Although the majority of research presupposes MW to refer to task-unrelated thoughts alone, other methodological perspectives deviate from such a view [6, 7, 32, 38] and consider there to be two types of self-generated thought, namely, interfering thoughts concerning appraisal of one’s performance on a task (task-related interference, TRI), and thoughts
directed towards information that is unrelated to the current environment or to the current
task (task-unrelated thinking, TUT) [38]. The rigid and inflexible quality of ruminative
thought appears to be closely related to the rigid characteristics of task-related interferences.
[31, 32]. At the same time, rumination has the potential to exacerbate the relationship between
pre-existing dysphoria and increases in task-unrelated thoughts. [32].

Rumination can be divided into two major subcategories, namely, reflective pondering and
brooding [39]. Self-reflection suggests a purposeful inward focus aimed at cognitive problem
solving. Brooding, on the other hand, involves a comparison of one’s current situation with
some unachieved standard. Often, brooding is associated with a decreased controllability of
thoughts. Rumination can be adaptive when self-reflection serves to solve problems, however,
it may become maladaptive when either reflection or brooding lead an individual passively
think about their problems and feel helpless in finding solutions. Such maladaptive rumination
has been found to be associated with the excessive elaboration of negative information [40].
Moreover, high trait rumination has been associated with enhanced recollection memory for
negative words in young females, also after controlling for negative mood [41]. Hence, the sec-
ond objective of this study is to expand upon previous research and investigate whether rumi-
nation is related to the production of more negative lexical associations in a task.

Ruminative self-focus in social cognitive mechanisms

A significant proportion of MW thoughts concerns others [16, 42]; i.e., it is interpersonally-
focused and social in nature [19]. Various studies have investigated MW in interactive settings,
such as in the classroom, both online [43] and offline [44], as well as with intelligent tutoring
systems [45, 46]. Although most of this research is social and interactive by nature, it has pri-
marily investigated performance-related consequences of mind wandering in these interactive
settings. However, the social and relational consequences of the mind wandering have been
largely neglected. The current study addresses this gap in the literature and highlights the need
to investigate behavioural social cues to MW in interactive environments. Based on past
research, we hypothesise that MW thoughts might be detectable through social cognitive
mechanisms such as pitch imitation and eye movements, which provide valuable information
about individuals’ emotions, mental states, and behaviours during social interactions [47, 48].

Pitch imitation. Speakers have frequently been shown to accommodate to one another’s
pitch patterns, as pitch is perhaps the most important indicator of the emotions and attitudes
of a speaker [49, 50]. The ability to correctly perceive pitch in another’s speech and to adapt
one’s pitch according to one’s goals is an essential communicative and social skill (Communi-
cation Accommodation Theory; [51–55]). Pitch convergence may then be an indicator of
awareness towards one’s environment and of desire for social approval and acceptance [56–
59].

Neuroimaging evidence suggests that reduced imitation is associated with self-related pro-
cessing and independent self-construals [60]. Moreover, experimentally induced self-focus
inhibits imitation [61, 62]. Additionally, depressed individuals, who tend to have more nega-
tive thoughts, have also been found to show less behavioural imitation [63], while dysphoric
and depressed individuals have failed to express normal facial imitation of both positive and
negative facial expressions [64]. Consolidating the association between self-focus and reduced
imitation, the third objective of this study is to investigate whether rumination, characterised
by recurring, self-focused thoughts, is associated with reduced (pitch) imitation.

Gaze behaviour. An important cue signalling joint attention between interaction partners
is gaze behaviour [65]. It provides important information about people’s social and cognitive
behaviours [48, 66] and is indicative of visual attention processes [67, 68]. Only few studies
have investigated eye movements in relation to rumination [69, 70]; and various studies have investigated eye movements and MW [68] in a range of tasks including reading, driving, tasks of sustained attention, and learning with an intelligent tutoring system [67, 71–75].

During social interactions, eye contact serves as a signal of joint attention and interest between interaction partners [65]. In MW studies, fixations and saccades decrease and average fixation duration becomes longer [67, 72, 73], indicating that eye movements are both slower and less frequent during MW episodes, which may be indicative of increased cognitive inflexibility [17]. In a study by Rauthmann and colleagues [48], individuals who scored high on neuroticism, a personality trait highly tied to rumination, had less and longer fixations and spent more time dwelling on an abstract animation. With respect to blinks, Smilek and colleagues [72] found that participants blinked more during MW than during on-task episodes. More blinks have also been shown to indicate the exchange of attention from the external task at hand to internal thoughts, and were thus associated with reduced attention and increased error in the processing of external information [72, 76]. In sum, less active saccades, less and shorter fixations, and more blinks may represent reduced attention towards the external environment during MW. The third objective of this study is then to build upon and complement previous literature on MW and eye movements by investigating to what extent rumination affects eye movements in an interactive setting.

**Current study**

The present study was designed as a speech-based word association game with an Embodied Conversational Agent in order to investigate how rumination affects participants’ lexical associations. A word association game with an Embodied Conversational Agent was used in this study because of its relative simplicity, enabling us to control for any noise that might arise from more ecologically valid contexts, such as a free conversation with an interaction partner. At the same time, it is less constrained than a simple speech shadowing task in a non-interactive setting [54, 55, 77], in which participants are limited to only repeating isolated words [78]. In contrast, participants have the freedom to come up with their own word associations in this game. This study is innovative in that it explores two social and cognitive mechanisms, namely, pitch imitation and eye behaviour as possible behavioural cues to rumination and mind wandering, and addresses their implications during social interactions. The guiding question in this research then is: To what extent does self-focused rumination affect MW, negative lexical associations, pitch imitation and eye behaviour? We propose the following hypotheses: H1) Rumination will result in increases in MW; H2) Rumination will increase the occurrence of negative lexical associations; H3) Rumination will negatively affect imitation, and finally; H4) Rumination will affect eye movement behaviours; more specifically, it will be associated with more blinks, less saccades, less fixations, and longer average fixation duration.

**Methods**

**Participants and design**

Sixty-two English speaking students were recruited from the student population at Tilburg University. Participants were aged 18 to 33 years; mean age was 23.82 years (SD = 2.50). This sample size was sufficient for detecting the smallest effect size of interest (SESOI) according to Simonsohn (2015)’s [79] recommendation to set the smallest effect size of interest so that the original experiment had 33% power to reject the null hypothesis if this effect size was true. The SESOI for this experiment was based on Smallwood and O’Connor (2005) [32] for MW, Mattheij and colleagues (2015) for pitch, and lastly, Smilek and colleagues (2010) and Rauthmann and colleagues (2012) for eye movements [31, 32, 48, 49, 72]. Thirty-one males and 31 females
participated, but data from one male participant had to be excluded due to a procedural error. The study was approved by the Tilburg University Institutional Review Board, and written informed consent was obtained from each participant at the beginning of the experimental session. Participants took part in an interactive task presented as a word association game with an Embodied Conversational Agent (Fig 1). The between-participant manipulation was induced state rumination. The within-participant factor in the task was the Embodied Conversational Agent’s vocal pitch (High/Low). The dependent variables measured were self-reported MW, the polarity of the words that participants generated during the word association game (positive, negative, neutral), pitch imitation parameters, and eye movement parameters (blinks, saccades, fixations, and average fixation duration).

Materials and instrumentation

Trait rumination. We used the Rumination Inventory (S1 File, [80]), which was designed to measure a tendency toward distractability, a tendency to engage in mental rehearsal of future and past events, and a tendency toward repetitive thought, including increased frequency and decreased controllability of thoughts [81]. Participants had to indicate whether the statements (e.g., “I often get distracted from what I am doing with thoughts about something else” and “I have no trouble focusing all of my attention on one thing”) describe them well or not on a scale from 1-7. The scale contained 10 items and was found to be reliable (α = .67).
Participants were asked to complete the RI for a second time at the end of the experiment ($\alpha = .75$).

**State rumination.** In the rumination induction (S2 File) procedure, treated as a proxy for state rumination, participants were asked to think about a variety of (45) recurring self, emotion, and symptom focused thoughts (e.g., “your character and who you strive to be” and “the way you feel inside”). In the control condition, participants thought about 45 items that were not related to the self, emotions, or symptoms (e.g., “the shape of the continent of Africa” and “a group of polar bears fishing in a stream”; [82]).

**Word association task.** The word association task consisted of twenty-two trials, in which an Embodied Conversational Agent produced either a high or low pitch voice when uttering monosyllabic words in a word association game. The participant was instructed to react within four seconds with the first verbal association that came to mind. A word association game in which a user plays with an Embodied Conversational Agent was chosen as a task because it was found to be engaging and interactive, while allowing for a controlled design. The experimental setup consisted of a desktop computer that ran the experimental software (E-prime), a headset (MB Quart—K800) and an Eye Tracker (SMI Red 250). Participants were placed approximately 70 centimeters in front of the screen. The software E-Prime was used to run the experiment. Stimulus material was presented with a display refresh rate of 60 Hz on a #4C759C color (light blue) background by an Embodied Conversational Agent who uttered monosyllabic synthesised words with the same facial expression. The Embodied Conversational Agent was created by Postma-Nilsenová and colleagues [50] with the software Poser (Smith Micro Software Inc, Aliso Viejo, California, USA). Stimulus material was composed of five-second long .avi files, in which the Embodied Conversational Agent uttered one word after which the participant had four seconds to respond. Lexical properties: The twenty-two words (S3 File) used in the word association task were related to the academic, university context. As all participants were students from Tilburg University, we used semantically neutral words that they encounter in their university day-to-day lives (e.g. teach, time, add, goal, class, etc.). The words were synthesised using a publicly available commercial software and recorded with Audacity 2.0.0. The audio recordings were edited with Praat 5.3.04 [83] and rescaled so that all had an intensity of 70 decibels. Eighty milliseconds were added before each utterance, and subsequently were resynthesised with an LPC resynthesiser in Praat. In order to make the variation in pitch perceptually distinct, the high and low-pitch stimuli differed by 40 Hz on average, where half of the recorded stimuli were resynthesised 20 Hz higher, and the other half, 20 Hz lower than the original recording (S3 File).

**Mind wandering.** In order to measure MW, we used a subjective measure of task-unrelated thought (S4 File, Thinking component of the Dundee Stress Questionnaire; [38]). This scale assesses what participants are thinking about during a recently completed task. It contains two 8-item parts: (1) one measuring task-related interferences (TRI; e.g., “I thought about how I should work more carefully”) and (2) one referring to task-unrelated thoughts (TUT; e.g., “I thought about personal worries”). Participants were asked to indicate on a 5-point Likert scale how well each of the statements described them, ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (very often). The scale contained 16 items and was found to be highly reliable ($\alpha = .89$). Reliability coefficients for each subscale are reported in Table 1.

**Procedure**

Participants arrived in the lab and were asked to sit in the sound-proof booth in front of a computer screen where they first filled out the Rumination Inventory [80]. In order to ensure that participants in both conditions were in a comparable mood, participants watched a ninety
second long relaxation video consisting of underwater scenes and accompanied by soothing 
music ([S5 File, [84]]). Then they were randomly assigned to either the rumination induction or 
to the control group. After the rumination/ control task, they played a word association game 
with the Embodied Conversational Agent in which their voice and eye movements were 
recorded. Participants followed the instructions on the screen and were asked to sit as still as 
possible in order for the device to capture their eye movements accurately. Before having their 
eye movements recorded, they underwent a calibration and validation procedure in order to 
ensure that the eye tracker was measuring correctly. Next, the Embodied Conversational 
Agent began the word association task, pronouncing either high- or low-pitched words. Each 
stimulus was preceded by a centralised fixation cross that was on the screen for one second. Participants then had to pronounce the first association that came to mind, within four sec-
onds. After the word association task, participants had to fill out two post-questionnaires; one 
about their MW episodes during the task (Thought Component of the Dundee Stress State 
Questionnaire (DSSQ) and the Rumination Inventory for the second time, in order to verify 
the effectiveness of the rumination induction. A full version of the materials is available in the 
supplementary files.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for rumination, MW (TRI/TUT), eye movements, pitch, and lexical associations (N = 61).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ruminati on N = 30</th>
<th>Control N = 31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mdn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tests</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination T1²</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination T2²</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRI</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUT</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitch</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Pitch</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Pitch</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lexical Associations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positivity (SWN)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectivity (SWN)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negativity (SWN)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive (LIWC)</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative (LIWC)</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>9.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ruminati on N = 29</th>
<th>Control N = 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eye Movements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinks²</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccades</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixations</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av.Fix. Dura.²</td>
<td>659.49</td>
<td>367.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Overall Mean for the first Rumination Inventory was (M = 4.57, SD = 0.85)

² Rumination reported at the end of the experiment.
³ Pitch is reported in semitones.
⁴ Average fixation duration is reported in milliseconds.
⁵ Variables with non-normal distributions; p-values derived from Mann-Whitney tests.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207578.t001
Pitch data analysis

The aim of the auditory data analysis was to determine whether there was a significant change in the vocal pitch of participants in response to a low or high-pitched utterance by the Embodied Conversational Agent, and whether this change was higher for participants in the rumination condition compared to the control. The recordings were analysed with Praat 5.3.04. They were first visually inspected in order to establish a pitch floor and ceiling for the speakers to prevent errors. As a result, the range was set to 40 Hz—400 Hz for both the male and female voices. Prior to the analysis of the word recordings, extraneous noises and non-speech sounds (pauses, hesitations, clearing of the throat, and background noises) were edited from the recordings and octave jumps were manually corrected. Creaky voices and octave jumps frequently result in errors of pitch determination, and hence had to be manually corrected [85–87]. This required visual and auditory inspection of each of the 1233 recordings in order to remove pauses, hesitations, stuttering, creaky voices and octave jumps. The mean pitch for each segment was determined with the standard autocorrelation-based pitch detection in Praat in semitones [83]. A total of 1233 pitch measurements were obtained for 1342 (22 × 61) of the experimental trials. Output was missing for 109 of the trials (8.12%) where participants were unable to come up with a word in the association task within the allotted time. Pitch measurements were averaged per participant and per condition (high or low pitch uttered by the Embodied Conversational Agent).

Lexical data analysis

Prior to the lexical analysis several words had to be adjusted in order to be recognised by the semantic analysis tools. Words in the past tense had to be modified to present tense and plural words had to be changed to their singular form. When the response of the participants contained more than one word (e.g., “hard work”), the words were analysed separately, and both words were included in the final analysis. When the participant was undecided about an answer and uttered multiple words, the first word was always analysed (e.g., “words/limit/word limit”).

The polarity of the words (positive/negative) was analysed with LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, [88]), a text analysis software that is widely used in a broad range of experimental settings to evaluate emotionality [89]. Since LIWC may not have always captured the meaning of compounds (e.g., ‘give up’ would be coded as two separate items with positive polarity, while the expression as a whole has negative polarity), the lexical associations were also analysed by SentiWordNet [90], a publicly available lexical tool for opinion mining. SentiWordNet determines the polarity of a word by assigning three numbers to it, a positivity, a negativity and an objectivity value that always add up to one [90]. In SentiWordNet, contrary to the LIWC, compound words are recognised as single entries.

Eye movement data analysis

Participants’ eye movements were recorded with an SMI RED 250 eye-tracking device, with a sampling rate of 250 Hz positioned below a Dell computer (22-inch monitor, 1680x1050 resolution). This system uses infrared tracking technology which measures pupil center and size of both eyes. Blinks, saccades, fixations, and average fixation duration were processed in MATLAB R2015a (8.5.0) in order to prepare the data for statistical testing. Often in eye tracking experiments measuring mind wandering, if the quality of data is low (e.g. due to loss of signal or a participant not facing the eye tracker), data points or entire participants are excluded from the analysis [45, 74]. Following such practices, eye movement data for 2 participants...
were excluded, as there were insufficient eye movements recorded for over 50% of these participants’ trials.

**Results**

Data were analysed for 61 participants. Means, Standard Deviations, and Cronbach’s α’s are displayed in Table 1. Pitch, lexical associations and eye movements were averaged across trials and aggregated to the participant level. We first performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality for rumination measured at the beginning and end of the experiment, MW(TRI/TUT), high and low pitch, each eye movement parameter, and lexical associations in order to evaluate the distribution of values in comparison to the standard normal distribution. Rumination measured prior to the experiment, MW, saccades, and fixations were normally distributed. For blinks, lexical parameters and pitch, the test indicated a non-normal distribution of values ($p < 0.001$). A subsequent visual inspection did not reveal an inordinate amount of violations against the normality distribution for pitch, with only a slight curving away of points from the q-q plot line; hence the assumption of normality appeared to be reasonable for this variable. Blinks and lexical parameters were analysed with the help of non-parametric tests wherever applicable.

**Effect of rumination**

A mixed ANOVA with the first and second measures of rumination as within-participant variables and condition (rumination/control) as the between-participant variable, indicated that there was a significant effect of the experimental manipulation on participants’ rumination tendencies, with main effects found for condition $F(1, 59) = 4.50, p = .038, \eta^2_p = .07$. No main effects were found for trait rumination, $F(1, 59) = 2.21, p = .143, \eta^2_p = .04$ and there were no interaction effects between trait rumination and condition $F(1, 59) = 1.20, p = .278, \eta^2_p = .02$. Means and standard deviations (Table 1) reveal that participants in both the rumination induction condition and in the control group were already highly ruminative prior to the manipulation. There were no significant differences between both groups at T1. However, at T2, means for trait rumination in the control group were significantly lower than means for the rumination group, which on average, stayed the same from T1 to T2. Although we expected the rumination induction to have led to a significant increase in rumination scores, the reverse occurred, and instead, there was a significant decrease in rumination scores in the control group. The fact that the rumination induction did not lead to an increase in rumination scores was a caveat in this study; therefore, to pry out the effects of the rumination manipulation from trait rumination, we introduced trait rumination as a control variable and treated induced rumination as a proxy for state rumination for all subsequent analyses.

**Mind wandering.** In order to test whether rumination increased MW, a two-way ANOVA was performed on answers to the Thinking Component of the Dundee Stress Questionnaire with both trait rumination and state rumination as covariates. There was a marginally statistically significant effect of both trait rumination $F(1, 58) = 3.54, p = .065, \eta^2_p = .06$ and state rumination $F(1, 58) = 3.22, p = .078, \eta^2_p = .05$ on TRI scores, but no effect of either trait rumination $F(1, 58) = 4, p = .409, \eta^2_p = .01$ or state rumination $F(1, 58) = p = .102, \eta^2_p = .05$ on TUT scores.

**Lexical associations.** As the negative associations were not normally distributed, a Mann-Whitney test was performed in order to test if there was a significant effect of state rumination on participants’ generation of negative lexical associations. Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1. When comparing the scores provided by the LIWC, the results of the test indicated
that participants came up with marginally significant more negative words in the rumination ($Mdn = 9.31$) than in the control condition ($Mdn = 5.26$), $U = 331.00, z = -1.94, p = .052$, while the negativity scores from SentiWordNet were significantly higher in the rumination condition ($Mdn = 0.08$) than in the control condition ($Mdn = .05$), $U = 303.50, z = -2.33, p = .020$.

As there were no nonparametric alternatives which would also account for the effect of trait rumination as a covariate. There was no effect of either state rumination on lexical associations, we also performed a two-way ANOVA with state and trait rumination as combination of the TUT and TRI scales a predictor, as our hypotheses for eye movements were derived from studies investigating either rumination or mind wandering in general in relation to eye movements. In this analysis, we included mind wandering as well as mind wandering on eye movements. Separate regressions were conducted in order to verify the effect of state and trait rumination, as mind wandering on lexical associations, we also performed a two-way ANOVA with state and trait rumination as covariates. There was no effect of either state rumination $F(1, 58) = 2.40, p = .127, \eta^2_p = .04$, or trait rumination on the LIWC scores $F(1, 58) = 2.11, p = .152, \eta^2_p = .04$. Moreover, there was no effect of either state rumination $F(1, 58) = 1.72, p = .195, \eta^2_p = .029$, or of trait rumination on the SentiWordNet scores, $F(1, 58) = 0.15, p = .700, \eta^2_p < .01$.

**Pitch imitation.** In order to test whether there was a significant effect of rumination on pitch accommodation, a mixed ANOVA was performed. The within-participant factors were high and low pitch, while the between-participant factor was state rumination, with trait rumination as a covariate. Pitch imitation was operationalised as adaptation to the Embodied Conversational Agent’s pitch, so that high-pitched utterances would have induced higher pitch responses, while lower-pitched utterances would have induced lower pitch responses. There was a statistically significant interaction between state rumination and high and low pitch, $F(1, 58) = 8.23, p = .006, \eta^2_p = .12$, as well as between trait rumination and high and low pitch, $F(1, 58) = 5.22, p = .026, \eta^2_p = .08$. In the control condition, mean pitch was lower following vocalizations by a low-pitch prime ($M = 6.19$ semitones, $SD = 4.55$ semitones), and mean pitch was higher following vocalizations by a high pitch prime ($M = 6.38$ semitones, $SD = 4.78$ semitones). In the rumination condition, this was not the case, as there were no significant differences in pitch after either a low prime ($M = 6.22$ semitones, $SD = 4.95$ semitones) or a high prime ($M = 6.19$ semitones, $SD = 5.20$ semitones). Follow-up comparisons indicate a significant effect ($d = 0.50$) of the high and low pitch experimental manipulation in the control condition ($M = 0.81, SD = 1.61$), $t(30) = 2.79, p = .009, 95\% CI [0.22, 1.40]$, indicating that participants in the control condition accommodated their pitch significantly more to the Embodied Conversational Agent’s pitch, while those in a ruminative state did not ($M = 0.03, SD = 1.15$), $t(29) = 0.14, p = .891, 95\% CI [-0.45, 0.40]$.

**Rumination and mind wandering as predictive of eye movements**

Separate regressions were conducted in order to verify the effect of state and trait rumination, as well as mind wandering on eye movements. In this analysis, we included mind wandering as combination of the TUT and TRI scales a predictor, as our hypotheses for eye movements derived from studies investigating either rumination or mind wandering in general in relation to eye movements. The regression model in Step 1 predicted the number of blinks when MW and the condition were not included in the analysis. The results of the regression indicated that trait rumination explained 7% of the variance in the number of blinks, $R^2 = .27$, adjusted-$R^2 = .05, \Delta R^2 = .07, F(1, 57) = 4.32, p = .042$. Regression coefficients of the predictors of the number of blinks are shown in Table 2.

The regression model in Step 2 explained 11.0% of the variance in the number of saccades, $R = .33$, adjusted-$R^2 = .08, \Delta R^2 = .08, F(2, 56) = 3.41, p = .040$ and significantly predicted the number of saccades when MW and trait rumination were also included in the model. Regression coefficients of the predictors of the number of saccades are shown in Table 3.

Neither trait rumination, state rumination, nor mind wandering was a significant predictor variable of the number of number of fixations (Table 4).
Neither trait rumination, state rumination, nor mind wandering was a significant predictor variable of average fixation duration (Table 5).

**Discussion**

Building on previous research [31, 32], we found both trait and state rumination to have a marginally significant effect on TRIs but not on TUTs, that is, on thoughts about the task which actually interfere with performance of the task itself [32]. It is necessary to note that in this study, participants scored highly on trait rumination, leading to a bias in our sample. When using both state and trait rumination to predict TRIs, it may be that one cannot dissociate one from the other, especially not in such a highly ruminative group. Previous studies

**Table 2. Predictors of the number of saccades.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE(b)</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-1.72</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>.042*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-1.79</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>.424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-2.64</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>-0.97</td>
<td>.337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Rumination</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>.588</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( R^2 = .07 \) for Step 1; \( \Delta R^2 = .00 \) for Step 2; \( \Delta R^2 = .00 \) for Step 3.

Note: \( F = 4.32^* \) for Step 1; \( \Delta F = 0.18 \) for Step 2; \( \Delta F = 0.30 \) for Step 3.

* \( \Delta F \) is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207578.t002

**Table 3. Predictors of the number of blinks.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE(b)</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-1.72</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>.042*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-1.79</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>.424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-2.64</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>-0.97</td>
<td>.337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Rumination</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>.588</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( R^2 = .13 \) for Step 1; \( \Delta R^2 = .00 \) for Step 2; \( \Delta R^2 = .00 \) for Step 3.

Note: \( F = 4.62^* \) for Step 1; \( \Delta F = 0.22 \) for Step 2; \( \Delta F = 0.30 \) for Step 3.

* \( \Delta F \) is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207578.t003
investigating the relationship between rumination and task-related MW seem to have either only used a trait [32] or a state measure of rumination [31]. In our study, however, we included both measures so that we could assess the success of a validated ruminative state induction procedure and discovered how volatile trait rumination really can be. Importantly, it may be that keeping high trait ruminators in a ruminative state keeps them in that rigid form of thinking. Meanwhile, distracting high trait ruminators from their sticky thoughts enables them to momentarily detach from their rigid patterns of thought [40]. As rumination at time 2 was measured only at the end of the experiment, it is not that surprising that trait rumination scores reduced significantly only in the control group, but that there was no significant interaction between the induction conditions and rumination at times 1 and 2. Any differences found may be a result of a combination between the induction procedures and the word association game. In the control condition, participants were further distracted by the word association

### Table 4. Predictors of the number of fixations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE(b)</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>.339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Rumination</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( R^2 = .02 \) for Step 1; \( \Delta R^2 = .02 \) for Step 2; \( \Delta R^2 = .02 \) for Step 3.

Note: \( F = 1.32 \) for Step 1; \( \Delta F = .85 \) for Step 2; \( \Delta F = 1.11 \) for Step 3.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207578.t004

### Table 5. Predictors of the number of average fixation duration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE(b)</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1120.59</td>
<td>365.36</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>-103.16</td>
<td>77.68</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
<td>.189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1156.78</td>
<td>363.20</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>-71.85</td>
<td>80.19</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>.374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>-83.58</td>
<td>59.50</td>
<td>-1.41</td>
<td>.166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1480.08</td>
<td>440.50</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Rumination</td>
<td>-98.77</td>
<td>82.45</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>.236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>-98.44</td>
<td>60.29</td>
<td>-1.63</td>
<td>.335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Rumination</td>
<td>-109.39</td>
<td>85.35</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
<td>.205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( R^2 = .03 \) for Step 1; \( \Delta R^2 = .03 \) for Step 2; \( \Delta R^2 = .03 \) for Step 3.

Note: \( F = 1.76 \) for Step 1; \( \Delta F = 1.97 \) for Step 2; \( \Delta F = 1.64 \) for Step 3.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207578.t005
game after being asked to think about random thoughts such as “the structure of a long bridge” and “a row of shampoo bottles on display” [31]. In the rumination condition, any increases caused by the rumination induction were likely counteracted by the distracting effects of the word association game. In order to find out if any differences in trait rumination were a result of the manipulation alone, it would have been necessary to measure trait rumination directly after the induction.

As expected, participants in the ruminative state condition generated more negative associations than in the control condition. However, what remains unclear, is why only SWN yielded significant results. This may be due to the fact that it rated words as having positive, objective, and negative scores, while LIWC only rated words for their positivity and negativity. As SWN rated words for these three categories, it seemed to be able to pry apart the objectivity from the positivity and negativity scores of words. In LIWC, on the other hand, a word’s objectivity was likely conflated with either its positivity or negativity scores. Regardless, the finding that ruminative state is generally associated with negative word associations is in line with previous studies that emphasised the effect of rumination not only on negative affect [91, 92], but also on negative cognition [41] and demonstrates the value of analyzing language usage in the exploration of psychological processes. However, when controlling for trait rumination, we did not find any effects of state rumination on the polarity of lexical associations. Although experimental studies indicate that rumination increases negative mood relative to distraction, the effect of rumination alone is less clear. In future experiments, it would be interesting to pry apart the effect of rumination, negative mood, and negative cognitions in a more complex experimental design.

The results of our experimental investigation suggest that rumination may play an important role in disrupting the establishment of connection between interaction partners. Previous research concerning pitch and MW yielded mixed findings; Drummond and Litman (2010) [93] found that minimum pitch is a powerful predictor of MW when reading texts aloud. Franklin, Mooneyham, Baird, and Schooler (2014) [94], on the other hand, found no evidence for differences in pitch or pitch variability during MW; however, they did find MW to be was associated with less variability in volume when reading aloud [94]. Rumination, as a type of MW which tends to be fixed on a single theme or topic and is marked by a high degree of automatic constraints [33], attenuates the normal variation in speaker’s pitch in relation to a conversation partner’s pitch. This falls in line with research that has associated rumination with reduced variability in physiological cues, including heart rate variability, which suggests rumination is associated with higher levels of cognitive inflexibility [17, 95–97]. Our study is novel in that it demonstrates that rumination not only predicts reduced variability in physiological cues, it also attenuates pitch imitation which occurs during interactions. Although we framed our experiment in a social, interactive setting, a word association game with an Embodied Conversational Agent only taps into particular aspects of social interactions, and does not take into account their full complexity. Despite this limitation, automatic imitation is one of the most-basic nonverbal components of successful human interactions, and plays an essential role in creating rapport, empathy, and social bonding. In our study, both state and trait rumination were related to a lack of accommodation to the Embodied Conversational Agent’s high and low pitches. This is in line with a previous finding regarding the effect of self-focus—an important feature of rumination—on reduced gesture imitation [62]. While pitch convergence indicates rapport and desire for social approval, pitch divergence may be interpreted as speakers’ desire to be seen as dissimilar and wish to increase the social distance between themselves and their communication partners [50].
Our study demonstrated that trait rumination is related to an increased amount of blinks during an interactive game, which indicates a decoupling of attention from the external environment and a focus on internal thoughts [72]. Smilek and colleagues (2010) [72] found that participants blinked more whenever mind wandering than when focused on reading. Beyond previous findings relating mind wandering as a state to more blinks, our study suggests that rumination, as a stable trait, is also related to more blinks. Although rumination (as both a state and trait) may serve to exacerbate task-related mind wandering, the two cannot be equated, and hence it would be valuable to pry apart actual ruminative MW from task-related MW episodes during a task. Furthermore, contrary to our predictions that ruminative MW would be related to less saccades, we instead found mind wandering in general to be related to more saccades, while finding no effects for fixation count and fixation duration. It is important to note that the methodology of previous studies upon which we based our predictions differed considerably from ours. Previous studies investigated eye movements in relation to rumination during either an emotional dot-probe task or during abstract animations. With regards to mind wandering, Reichle and colleagues (2010) [67], Smilek and colleagues (2010) [72], Uzzaman and Joordens (2011) [73], and Faber and colleagues (2017) [74], used self-caught or probe-caught measures, to distinguish between periods of MW and focus during reading and only analysed eye movement features from a short period of time preceding each auditory probe. In our study, we used a retrospective measure of MW, and accordingly, measured average eye movement parameters during the entire word association task. Indeed, online thought probes are arguably a more reliable method for measuring mind wandering [33], reducing the probability of confabulation as a result of having to retrospectively assess the content of one’s thoughts over a long period of time [3]. Intermittent thought probes would more accurately pinpoint the moments of time during which participants were mind wandering; however, they would disrupt the natural and automatic flow as well as the covert nature of the word association game.

Conclusion

In our study, we examined the relationship between rumination and mind wandering and their impact on social cognitive mechanisms that support successful interactions with others. First, we found rumination to marginally predict task-related interferences, suggesting a possible directionality in the relation between rumination and task-related mind wandering. Mind wandering is a broad term, which encompasses a wide variety of self-generated thoughts; hence, rumination elicits a particular type of mind wandering—rigid, self-focused and repetitive—and overlaps with thoughts that are related to a particular task, but interfere with performance of the task itself.

Second, we observed that the emotional valence of lexical associations generated by participants in a condition where a ruminative state was induced was more frequently negative when compared to a control group. Next to that, both trait rumination and a ruminative state led to a decrease in pitch imitation, a more or less automatic process that is used to signal rapport and group membership. It also resulted in an increased number of blinks during the interaction, suggesting that participants were not engaging with their interaction partner. Taken together, these results suggest that ruminative MW may lead to an increased social distance and have the potential of disrupting our social relations. Considering that a substantial portion of our lives is social and interactive, our data highlight the need for further studies of MW in interactive environments.
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